Strand by Strand in South America 

When accomplished sheitel crafter Rochel Sullivan found herself torn between the competing tensions of family and work, she made a most unusual decision: she packed up her children and relocated to the slow-paced setting of a Peruvian town. During her limited stint in South America, Rochel has managed to develop her sheitel business even as she’s gained more time and mental energy to focus on her children — investments that will serve her well when she returns to North America. Rochel opens a window into her novel home/business model 


Bahira Sherman

Cusco is a small, bustling city surrounded by Peru’s wildly verdant mountains and mysterious Mayan ruins. Spanish colonial buildings radiate outward along cobblestone spokes from the city center. Indigenous women with waist-long braids and heavy, hand-embroidered skirts sell fruits and vegetables on dusty, colorful blankets. The streets are cobblestone and winding, and backpackers, mostly from Israel and South America, wander about stepping in and out of the small shops selling anything one could possibly imagine fashioned from alpaca wool or fur. It is the rainy season, and every morning the sky opens up and pours rain on the city, its people, and its many stray dogs. The downpours never last long, and the clouds are always followed by warm, streaming sunlight in the late afternoon. I make my way up a small street just off the main square, and find an iron gate guarded by a Peruvian woman selling mangos and bananas. She moves aside and I open the gate onto a quiet alleyway where laundry hangs on clotheslines in the sun. 
The first door on the right is Rochel Sullivan’s ground-floor apartment. Address in hand, I knock on the heavy wooden door, and am soon greeted by a flock of children, ranging in age from two to fourteen. They all seem very curious as to who this visitor might be. Rochel greets me with the warmest hugs as if we had known each other for ages, though we had only met once before in person. She asks me how much I paid for the cab ride from the airport to her house, and when I tell her, she and the children share a good-natured giggle. I had apparently fallen for the oldest trick in the book and paid twice as much as I should have for my ride. It is clear to me that Rochel is a savvy woman, and at this point, I start taking notes. 

Parallel Universe
Rochel’s apartment is extremely modest and I notice that each of the two bedrooms has about three or four children’s beds. I seem to have entered in the middle of an ambitious spring cleaning; the house is atwitter. There is a Peruvian woman in the kitchen frying eggplant and washing piles of vegetables. While she works, she holds one of Rochel’s youngest children on her back in a traditional Peruvian “manta.” He seems to be enjoying this piggyback a great deal.
It is Friday morning and Rochel will be preparing for Shabbat meals all day; I sit close by and ask her questions as she buzzes around the kitchen. We jump right in and start to make the challah. She gives each child a small portion of dough to manipulate and they try to mimic the ease with which she works the puffy yellow material. As she deftly braids the dough, she tells me of the mitzvahs of the Jewish woman: lighting Shabbos candles, keeping family purity, and making challah, which bring spirituality into the material world. We close our eyes and say a prayer over the bread. Rochel lives these feminine obligations to their fullest. She is the matriarch of this family, teaching her children not only how to function as a unit, but how their faith can provide the framework for every aspect of their lives. 
When we finish our prayer, Rochel asks me if I would like to see her workshop, where her employees are making her custom, lace-front wigs. I eagerly reply yes. This is the reason I have come all this way. 
There is a parallel universe just behind a small door next to the kitchen. As we were braiding our lengths of eggy dough, four Peruvian women were knotting individual strands of shiny Peruvian hair into delicate lace caps. With head-forms on their laps, they patiently knot over and over again. They are producing lace-front wigs to be sold in the US. Rochel has been training these women how to make the wigs for a few weeks, but it seems as if they have been doing it all their lives. Their hands move quickly, picking up two or three hairs at a time and making nearly microscopic knots with a tiny hooked needle. The quality of each individual piece is astounding, and one cannot help but see them as individual works of art. 

Secrets of the Trade
Growing up, Rochel never thought she would wear a sheitel. And even now, she prefers to wear a snood because she finds it, “easier, more free.” So how is it that she came to be a master wig designer? It wasn’t until she and her husband moved to America from Israel that she decided she would try to make a living from sheitels. Like many Orthodox women, she needed a business that she could manage from home that would allow her to continue to take care of her children and the housework. And although sheitels might not have been her passion initially, Rochel does not do anything halfway. As she pushed further and further into the business, she found one closed door after another, but as she says, “If you look hard enough, the door is always a little bit open.”
The sheitel business is a clandestine world where techniques are cautiously passed on within families and access to hair suppliers is rarely shared. Competition is not welcome in this small cottage industry. There are many skills to learn before one can produce a beautiful custom sheitel: sourcing the hair, calculating hair lengths, blending colors, designing and styling, and lace-cap construction. Ventilating, where one ties individual strands of hair into the holes of a fine mesh lace, is the most important technique and essential to all handmade wig construction. Rochel first learned how to ventilate from a woman with a sheitel business in New Jersey. But before learning the method, she was asked to sign a contract stating that she would not work for anyone else or perform any kind of repair on sheitels in New Jersey for eight years. The contract threatened damages of $150,000 if she was caught undermining her mentor’s business. To further ensure that Rochel would not become an able competitor, her teacher only showed her how to add a bit of hair in the front hairline. She was careful not to impart enough knowledge to enable a competitor. This woman was practicing the traditional technique of “knipping” (Yiddish for ventilating). This art was usually passed on through family and only very few people have the skills to make a business out of it. Rochel would have to seek out this information for herself. 
After years of research and study by trial and error, Rochel gained the expertise to go out on her own. She spent three years repairing wigs in her home, an operation she called, “The Sheitel Clinic.” With this experience observing and analyzing wigs, she came to know much about their construction and soon had three employees working under her. She could tell you at first glance how a wig was made, where the hair came from, how long it had been worn, what its life span would be and if it had ever been repaired. Rochel began making custom wigs. She soon became well known in Baltimore and throughout her community. 

Selling Secrets
As she gained confidence and expertise, Rochel began thinking about other women who might want to produce their own line of custom sheitels, but would be discouraged by the difficulty in entering into such a complicated and secretive business. What if, instead of guarding this knowledge and keeping it to herself, she offered a sheitel-making course? Why should other women have to go through what she did in order to open their own businesses? She made the bold decision to advertise a crash course in sheitel-making in the Jewish newspaper, asking $1,000 for tuition.
Sure enough, one woman called. Rochel remembers, “I jumped to the ceiling! I went out and I bought chicken nuggets for my family. In those days, chicken nuggets were a real luxury for us.” She knew that if one woman showed interest, then more would surely follow. Each time Rochel taught the course, she refined her lessons and made the class more comprehensive. She created course packets, a suppliers list, and instructional videos. She wanted to give her students all of the tools they would need to go out and make custom sheitels and lace-front wigs on their own. She offered them her support for one year after completing the course, so they could contact her with questions as they gained experience in the field. Upon completion of the course, some of these women would be selling a single wig for $2,000 to $4,000. She was determined to teach them how to make the most comfortable, high-quality custom sheitels, and that they would know how to make their clients feel beautiful in their head coverings.
As her class gained popularity and demand for her wigs grew, Rochel found herself facing new challenges uncommon for a Jewish mother. Her business took off and she was eventually teaching all over the US and, eventually, abroad. She was still producing her own small line of custom lace wigs and traditional sheitels, but now much of the handwork had to be sent to China. This outsourcing helped, but her lifestyle had become hectic. Even without a manufacturing business and teaching obligations, managing a family of eleven children is a full-time job of its own. 

Slowing Down in South America
Although her role as the businesswoman would never eclipse her responsibility as a mother, juggling everything was starting to feel untenable. Her husband, Yochanan, decided to slow down his work as a kosher butcher and to take only seasonal jobs. This way, he would be available to take care of the children and help Rochel with her business while she was away on business trips. In her absence, he even learned how to bake challah! Rochel found some peace of mind in knowing that he was taking care of their children and enjoyed watching him develop a remarkably close relationship with each and every one of them, who range in age from two years old to twenty-two. 
In the winter of 2009, in the face of a recession and the rapidly increasing pace of their lifestyle, Yochanan returned from a trip to Peru with a novel proposal. He sat Rochel down and suggested that they relocate to Cusco. He felt that although it might be an unusual step, the move to South America would allow them to build the business without compromising their focus on the family’s needs. South America could afford them that luxury because of several factors. The low cost of labor and raw materials would enable Rochel to produce more sheitels than before, even as she would have more time to devote to her children. Furthermore, in South America, the Sullivans would be able to buy the highest quality hair directly from the local people, cutting out the middlemen and reducing their costs dramatically. South America happens to be an excellent source of hair for multiple markets. There are regions where one finds coarse, thicker hair, well suited for the African American clientele, and areas where the hair is finer and silkier, perfect for Jews making custom sheitels. 
Once they’d relocate to South America, Yochanan would be able to travel throughout the continent, and Rochel could train and oversee her workers from their home. Handwork, be it knitting, spinning wool, weaving or jewelry making, is an integral part of Peruvian culture. And ventilating wigs, they believed, would come naturally to Peruvian women, who could train faster than their American counterparts.
South America also offered a lower cost of living, which would allow the Sullivans to afford housekeeping around the clock. Now, Rochel would spend her time away from her business, fulfilling a different dream she’d had: investing more time in her children’s education, imbuing them with emunah, and focusing on her children as individuals and as a family, with a presence of mind she’d never been able to afford previously. And so, improbably and with great logistical difficulty, the family packed their things and left their community in Baltimore for a chance to explore South America.	

Hebrew in Peru
When Rochel arrived in this new and unfamiliar place, she was relieved to find the strong Israeli community that Yochanan had described to her. It’s not even uncommon to finds signs written in Hebrew while walking in the streets of Cusco. The local Chabad shluchim host an average of 100 young Israelis during Shabbos meals, acting as the spine of the local Jewish community and is run by Yael and Ofer who know every one of their visitors by first name. Rochel says, “They always have a warm word of encouragement and advice for all.” 
Yet even with this religious infrastructure and a flow of traveling Israelis, the Sullivans’ adjustment to a new land with a foreign culture was a challenge. Rochel dreamed of Baltimore every night for the first two weeks they were abroad and woke up yearning to return. And while she was awake, she had to adjust to daily inconveniences such as boiling water before drinking and teaching her Peruvian maid how to keep a kosher home. For the children, the hardest thing was not finding the kosher foods they were accustomed to. They had to make do with what was available at the Peruvian grocery, which meant far fewer sweets and indulgences. But they soon discovered many benefits to counter that sense of isolation: With the slower pace of life, they could spend more time together, and Rochel could teach and nurture the kids while overseeing her business in the next room.
Four months later, Rochel’s husband was offered a job in a different town, on the Peruvian/Paraguay border. This seemed a better solution, since it offered a much stronger Jewish infrastructure and a stronger Jewish community. In this second location, Rochel$$[check with shana if we are using both names]$$ seemed more comfortable with her new lifestyle, and her children were reaping the benefits as well.
Rochel does not plan to stay in South America for very long. She hopes to move back to Baltimore within a few years, to rejoin her married daughter in the Unites States. She views her years in South America as a limited opportunity to focus on her family in a singular way while developing her business. During this time, she is able to homeschool the children and make occasional trips to the States to teach her wig courses.
When you speak to Rochel’s students, it is apparent that her role as an educator is more than just a job. With new skills and a highly specialized trade under their belts, Rochel’s students are empowered with a sustainable source of income, as well as enhanced self-confidence. To this day, she has taught the professional training program to several hundreds of individuals from different walks of life, ranging from seventeen to seventy-five years old. As her business and reputation grew, students enrolled from Russia, South Africa, Nigeria, Amsterdam, the Philippines, Brazil, and of course, Israel.
When asked whether she is enabling her own competition by giving them the secrets of the trade, Rochel responds with simple faith: “There is no such thing as competition. Rather, Hashem distributes financial wealth to every single person according to his own Divine plan. As the ocean is filled with abundance of water, so the world is filled with enough wealth for all of us.”
So why not share her wealth of knowledge with others?


